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We have measured the neutron-induced-fission cross section of the "U isomer with cold and
with thermal neutrons. Because of its short half-life (26 min), preparation of an adequate isomeric
target is the major difficulty. A simple and easy-to-operate technique has been developed. The
cross-section ratio of isomer to ground state is measured to be 1.61+0.44 and 2.47+0.45 for the cold
and the thermal neutrons, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

U has an isomeric level ( —,
'+ ) with a very low excita-

tion energy of 76.8+0.5 eV above the ground level ( —,').
This metastable state U decays with a half-life of 26
min to the ground state by means of a strongly internally
converted E3 transition in which the emitted electrons
originate from the outer atomic shells. '

The study of the U neutron-induced-fission reac-
tion is interesting since it gives the possibility of compar-
ing for a single nucleus the characteristics of the fission
process for two states (ground and isomeric state), which
are substantially different in structure (spin and parity),
but which lead to practically identical excitation energies
of the fissioning nucleus. It is also interesting for reactor
physics and astrophysics because the isomeric state can
be populated by inverse internal conversion. The major
difficulty in studying the U (n, f) reaction is the target
preparation, mainly because the short half-life prevents
the accumulation of a large quantity of isomeric nuclei on
the targets.

II. TARGET PREPARATION

A. Requirements

In order to perform the fission measurement under
clean conditions, the target must satisfy the following re-
quirements.

(i) Sufficient amounts of isomeric nuclei have to be col-
lected.

(ii) The target substrate must be as thin as possible to
enable detection of both fission fragments in coincidence.

(iii) The target nuclei must strongly adhere to the sub-
strate to avoid desorption under measuring conditions
(i.e., vacuum for the present case).

(iv) Contamination by Pu and Ue (i.e., other fissile
species) must be low compared to U and well known.

An easy-to-operate routine production system has to
be installed close to the neutron irradiation facility, in or-
der to minimize the time needed for manipulation and
transport.

B. Survey of production methods

Pu has a 100% alpha decay with a half-life of
2.4&&10 yr populating almost uniquely ()99%%uo) the
isomeric level (Fig. 1). By conservation of energy and
momentum, calculations give average kinetic energies for
the alpha particle and the U nucleus of 5.1 MeV and
88 keV, respectively. Due to electron shake-off the recoil
nucleus has a positive charge. For heavy nuclei, these
charge distributions lie almost exclusively in the range
between 0 and +2 charge units.

All production methods are based on the alpha decay
of Pu, namely:

(1) Chemical separation: ' involves a double extraction
of U from a plutonium solution. Efficient separation is
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FIG. 1. Population of the "'U lower levels by ' Pu alpha de-

cay (schematic).

usually arduous and time consuming, resulting in a low
and sometimes unknown ratio of isomer to ground state.
Large amounts of Pu may be handled, at least in princi-
ple.

(2) The gas jet transport system: ' is based on the
adhesion of nuclei to aerosols. A gas, artificially enriched
with aerosols, streams over plutonium layers and trans-
ports the recoil nuclei, with an 80% overall efficiency un-
der optimized conditions.

(3) The stopping foil method: isomeric recoils, escaped
from a plutonium layer and slowed down by collisions
with gas atoms, are attracted to the conductive surface of
a collector foil by means of an electric field.

C. The experimental setup

The stopping foil method was chosen, since it is a clean
and easy-to-operate technique which allows the use of
thin target substrates (see Fig. 2). The mother source'
was built in the form of a 40 cm diameter aluminum

N

Ng

1

2 ln2 —1

In assessing the efficiency of the collection method, the
number of isomeric nuclei was determined by conversion
electron detection using a channel electron multiplier.

Alpha measurements of U targets were performed
to check for possible contamination. The alpha spectra
(Fig. 4) showed a clear Pu peak. Further analysis re-
vealed the presence of Pu and its daughter products.

The preparation of isomeric targets was optimized as a
function of two parameters, gas pressure and high volt-

age, which are correlated by the process of electrical
breakdown (Paschen's law). The optimum conditions
were found to be 25 mPa for the pressure and 200 V for
the high voltage, the catcher foil being negative with
respect to the Pu deposit.

The number of isomeric nuclei on the target at the end

sphere, internally coated with a highly enriched
plutonium-triAuoride layer with a thickness of about 10
pgcm . The recoils are slowed down when traversing
the air-filled space and are guided, by means of a high
voltage, towards two polyimide foils (25 pg cm )

covered with a 30 pgcm gold layer. The foils are
placed in the center of the chamber. At the end of each
collection, the foils are stuck together face to face. In
this way a "sealed" target is obtained and possible
desorption of the isomer during the fission experiment is
avoided. The U buildup on the foils was calculated as
a function of collection time (t, ) and is shown in Fig. 3.

The ratio of isomer to ground state populations
NI U I/N[ U ) or shortly N /N is given by

N 1 —exp( At—, ),
A,t, —1+ exp( A.t, )—

A, being the isomeric decay constant. It is obvious that
while the amount of isomer increases with time up to its
limit value, N /Ng decreases continuously. The
compromise of a one half-life collection time was chosen
with N equal to half of its limit value and
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FIG 2. Target preparation set-up. A: aluminum sphere (/=40 cm) with inner coating of '3 PuF3, B: lock chamber; C: sliding

target holder.
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FIG. 3. Buildup of isomeric (N ) and ground-snd-state(N ) "U
nuclei on the target in units of 7X10' nuclei as a function of
the collection time t, (in units of T& /2

——=26 min).

of the collection was measured to be (6 3)X 10 . The
spread is due to a 50% overall reproducibility of the sys-
tem. rnporI tant for the cross-section measurement is t e

235average of 20% Pu contamination of the U targets.
D

'
the first experiment (with cold neutrons), theunng e

Pu contamination was not measured routine y or
every samp e, so on yl ly the average level of contamination

~ ~

could be determined. In the second experiment (wit
thermal neutrons1 t ) the Pu contamination was assessed
sample by sample.

III. FISSION EXPERIMENT

vents to bebac groun cond conditions were excellent and no even
f ed with fission events could be detected. However,con use wi ss'

the data su8ered from poor statistics and from
~ ~

certainty in ethe Pu contamination level.
A beam with an eight times higher flux (

nss 'cm ) (Ref. 11) and with a peak energy of 56neutrons s cm e .
e MaxwellianmeV in the wavelength representation o t e

flux (Fig. 6) was used during the second experiment. It
l ble directl at a beam port in the reactor hall.

Due to the very high neutron and gamma ac groun, a
wel}-coHimated beam and heavy shielding (successive lay-
ers of B4C, Pb, polyethylene) around the fission chamber
were require .

nt detectionThe fission events are identified by coinciden e ec
'

of both fragments, using two 30 cm Canberra p
sivate imp an ed

'
1 ted planar silicon) detectors in a geometry

with a calculated detection efftciency of 80+4%. is
value was experimentally verified by inducing fission re-

@ U layer. The use of a coincidenceactions in a nown
circuit greatly facilitates the distinction between true
fission events an noise.d ise. The information obtained,

h ulse hei ht of both fission fragments (PH,
PH2), is written on tape using a Canberra mu tiparame er

The data are stored in list mode. An internalsystem. e a a a
clock in the system produces a time mar on
every second.

IV. FISSION CROSS SECTION

A. Principles

U on irradiating a freshly prepared target, the fissionp
counting rate cf(t}can be expressed yb

The experiment was carried out at the 'gh Hi h Flux
Reactor of the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble,
France'. e). The U~ (n,f ) reaction cross section was mea-
sure or wod f r two different neutron energies in the I/v region.

A neutron beam with a peak energy o me in e
wave engl th representation of the Maxwellian fiux and a

—1 —2 was chosenflux of 1.5&&10 neutronss cm (Ref. 11) was
for the first experiment (Fig. 5). Since it was carried out
at the end of a 100 m long curved neutron guide, the

with

cf(t)=a, exp( At)+b;+—c;
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a;

[1—exp( —A, b, t)], (3b}

o g UF;~ = cr gF;~ .+o gPF;~
l l

I

B= gb, hr,

C=pc;bt .

(3c)

(3d)

These standard deviations are taken into account for the
least-squares fitting procedure and yield the standard de-
viations cr [ A (fit)] and o [B(fit)]. The standard deviation
on the final result is given by

Analogous to expression (2), the cross-section ratio is ob-
tained when dividing (3b) by (3c):

~m Aht A=1+2ln2
cr [1—exp( —A, b, t)] B

For each experiment, the data can be transformed into
an IXJ two-dimensional matrix F. The number of fission
counts in the matrix position (i,j ) is represented by F,
where i is the number of the cycle (i =1, . . . , ), j is the
number of the time interval [(j—1)b,t,j b t], (j is
1, . . . , J) with J =T/bt.

In other words and according to (3a):

) b, r A(fit)
1 —exp( A. b, t—) B(fit)

X 2 +o [A(fit)] o [B(fit)]
A '(fit) B'(fit)

' 1/2

based on the propagation of errors.

C. Results

In order to exclude the possibility of taking into ac-
count "false" fission events, being the accidental coin-
cidence of a fission fragment and a background event
caused by neutrons or gammas, the sum of the coincident
pulse heights of both ADC's was inspected.

QFJ = A exp[ —A(j —1)ht]+B+C . (5) l. Experiment I ("cold" neutrons)

A least-squares fit of the J data pairs [j, g,. F, I with
the predicted theoretical function A exp[ —)I,(j —l)b, t]
+B +C would result in fitted values for the parameters
A and 8 +C. However, it would be impossible ta obtain
a distinct value for B independent of C which is essential
in the cross-section ratio determination. Therefore, the
component C expressing the contribution of the Pu
fissions, has to be subtracted from both sides of relation
(5) prior to the application of the fitting procedure. The
cross-section ratio will consequently become dependent
on the corrections made for the Pu contamination on
the target foils.

Alpha measurements of irradiated foils were performed
in order to obtain the plutonium contamination level C,
expressed by a second I)(J two-dimensional matrix PF.
Here PF," is the constant number of Pu fission counts
per time interval j and per target i. Subtracting the ma-
trices F and PF results in a matrix UF containing only
uranium fission counts.

Application of the least-squares fitting procedure to the
Jpairs

[ exp[A(j —I )bt], g. UF, I

results in the parameter values A(fit}, B(fit), together with
their corresponding standard deviations. The quality of
the fit is evaluated by means of the correlation coefficient
T.

Finally, the cross-section ratio of the isomer to ground
state R =o /o.

g is obtained by inserting the fitted pa-
rameter values in Eq. (4). The corresponding standard
deviation is calculated as follows: The x coordinates
exp[A, (j —1)ht] are assumed to be known exactly since
the time information of the fission event is precise. The
standard deviations on the ordinates cT(g, UFJ) are.
given by

For both detectors, a clean fission fragment pulse
height spectrum was observed. This is shown in Fig. 8,
which gives the sum of the pulse-height spectra of all 25
measuring cycles performed during this experiment. The
data points are plotted in Fig. 9 together with the fitted
curve which has a 0.5 correlation coefficient. The cross-
section ratio and its standard deviation are calculated to
be a /o = 1.61+0.44.

2. Experiment 2 ("thermal" neutrons)
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FIG. 8. Total pulse-height spectrum for experiment 1. Solid
line: detector 1; dashed line: detector 2.

During this experiment five measuring cycles were per-
formed. For both detectors, a clearly separable fission

fragment pulse-height spectrum was observed as shown
in Fig. 10. The data points are plotted in Fig. 11 together
with the fitted curve which has a 0.9 correlation
coefficient. The cross-section ratio and its standard devi-

ation are calculated to be o /o =2.47+0.45.
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rameters, A =58+16,B =61+6,and r =0.9.

V. DISCUSSION
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FIG. 10. Total pulse-height spectrum for experiment 2. Solid
line: detector 1; dashed hne: detector 2.

The present U (n, f) measurements are the only
ones obtained at fully characterized external neutron
beams. This fact together with an adequate shielding of
the detection chamber and coincident fission fragment
detection resulted in clean background conditions. Our
results suggest a possible energy dependence of cr /og,
which might indicate the presence of a strong low-energy
resonance in the U (n, f) cross section. However, the
uncertainties on the results obtained with cold and with
thermal neutrons are slightly overlapping, hence exclud-
ing a strong statement in this respect.

Recently, two other U (n, f) experiments have been
reported by Mostovoi and Ustroev' and by Talbert

et al. s In both cases, the neutron irradiation took place
in a thermal reactor column. Mostovoi and Ustroev'
prepared the U layers in a very similar way as we did,
i.e., using the stopping foil method.

Talbert et al. , on the other hand, applied a chemical
separation technique. Despite the lack of coinplete infor-
mation available on the spectral characteristics of the
thermal neutron columns used in both experiments, these
irradiation conditions are expected to be fairly compara-
ble with our measurements using thermal neutrons. Our
cr /o value of 2.47+0.45 is in good agreement with the
value of 2.2+0.4 reported by Mostovoi and Ustroev. ' It
contradicts however the value of 1.42+0.04 reported by
Talbert et al. , which was obtained using a quite
di8'erent target preparation technique. The reason for
this discrepancy is not understood. All measurements
confirm that o hrg & l.

Mostovoi and Ustroev' as well as Talbert et al. inter-
pret this result as evidence that fission of U, induced
by low-energy neutrons, proceeds predominantly by way
of the 0+ channel, which is clearly the lowest one. Such
a conclusion is open to question, and depends on the de-
tailed resonance properties of 0+ and 1+ resonances in

U +n at the neutron binding energy. Our best guess
for the moment is that the 1+ resonances for U +n
have the same properties as for Pu+n. We argue that
this channel must be at least partially open in U
(n, f), because it has been observed in neutron induced
fission of U, ' which by systematics should be less
fissionable than U . If one calculates the probability
of seeing fission through 0+ and through 1+ resonances
at the level of 1.4—2.5 times that of U with thermal
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neutrons, one finds that, in the isolated resonance approx-
imation, the probabilities are not very different. Howev-
er, if there is a low-energy resonance that causes some
change in the fission cross section ratio for cold and for
thermal neutrons, such a resonance has a much higher
probability of being 1+.

VI. CONCLUSION

The isomer to ground-state cross-section ratio has been
measured with cold and with thermal neutrons. The re-
sults confirm that the neutron-induced-fission cross sec-
tion of U is larger than that of Us. Our results also
suggest the possible presence of a low-energy resonance
in the U (n, f) cross section.
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